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Abstra t

We present a sour e-to-sour e transformation of Haskell 98 programs for the purpose of debugging. The sour e ode of a program is transformed into a new program whi h, when exe uted,
omputes the value of the original program and a high-level semanti s for that omputation. The semanti s is given by a tree
whose nodes represent fun tion appli ations that were evaluated during exe ution. This tree is useful in situations where a
high-level view of a omputation is needed, su h as de larative
debugging. The main ontribution of the paper is the treatment of higher-order fun tions, whi h have previously proven
diÆ ult to support in de larative debugging s hemes.
1

Introdu tion

The raft of programming is enhan ed by the provision of quality tools. Unfortunately, the availability of debugging tools for non-stri t fun tional languages is limited, a fa tor onsidered detrimental to
their popularity (Wadler 1998). What is the reason
for su h pau ity? Probably the main te hni al inhibitor is the high level of abstra tion su h languages
present to the programmer, most notably transparent operational semanti s, polymorphism and higherorder fun tions. On the one hand su h features are
a boon to produ tivity. On the other hand the great
divide between language and ma hine makes it more
diÆ ult to re on ile the exe ution of a program and
its sour e ode.
The most basi fun tion of a debugger is to present
the evaluation of a program in small hunks. The user
of the debugger ompares the a tual behavior (as witnessed by the debugger) with the intended behaviour.
Where there is a dis repan y there is a potential bug.
An e e tive debugging session o urs when the disrepan y is a urately identi ed with a narrow se tion
of program text. Before we build a debugger we must
ask ourselves: at what level of abstra tion should we
present the evaluation of a program?
We opt for a high-level presentation whi h is abstra ted from the underlying evaluation order, and
losely re e ts the synta ti des ription of the program. It is generally diÆ ult for programmers to
adopt a low-level understanding of non-stri t fun tional programs, so the high-level presentation is
quite sensible in this ontext.
We employ an Evaluation Dependen e Tree (EDT)
to represent the evaluation of Haskell 981 programs.
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Nodes in the tree represent fun tion appli ations,
storing the name (or representation) of the fun tion,
its arguments and result. The EDT is the foundation of many de larative debugging tools, we dis uss
a number of these in se tion 7.
Our te hnique for produ ing an EDT is by sour eto-sour e transformation. The original program text
is transformed into a new program whi h omputes
the value of the original program and produ es an
EDT des ribing that omputation. We begin this
paper with a de nition of the EDT. We outline the
transformation and onsider the diÆ ult matter of
higher-order programming. We then state the omplete transformation as a series of equations over an
abstra t syntax of the language. We relate our work
to the rest of the eld and then on lude. Familiarity
with Haskell is assumed.
2

The Evaluation Dependen e Tree

The EDT represents an instan e of the evaluation of
a program. Nodes in the tree orrespond to fun tion
appli ations that were made during program evaluation, ontaining fun tion names and referen es to
their arguments and result. The stati all graph
of the program determines the dependen ies between
nodes. Consider the toy program below:
main = (\(x,_) -> x) (foo True False)
foo x y = (not y, not (xor x y))
not True = False
not False = True
xor True x = not x
xor False x = x

Figure 1 illustrates the EDT orresponding to the
evaluation of main. The node for main has two hildren, one for the inner all to foo, and one for the
outer all to the lambda abstra tion `\(x, _) -> x',
whi h extra ts the rst value from a pair. Lambda abstra tions are anonymous when not bound to an identi er, as above. The textual de nition of an anonymous lambda abstra tion is used to name the fun tion
in the EDT. In all other ases we use the identi er to
whi h the fun tion is bound. The fun tion foo has
three hildren orresponding to the two alls to not,
and the one all to xor. The lambda abstra tion, not
and xor form the terminals of the tree be ause they
do not all any other fun tions.
The arguments and results of appli ations are
drawn inside the nodes, though in pra ti e we merely
store referen es to those values. When a node in the
tree is displayed the referen es are followed and the
values are printed a ordingly. Printing an interra t badly with non-stri t evaluation. In the example program only the rst omponent of the tuple returned by `foo True False' is ne essary to ompute
the value of main. Unevaluated expressions, su h as
the se ond omponent of the tuple, are shown as `?'.

foo True False
= (True, ?)

(\(x,_) −> x) (True, ?)
= True

ues during the exploration of the EDT. A value is
printed by passing a Val to C ode whi h inspe ts
and traverses the value's heap representation. We
provide the following interfa e to the foreign ode:
printVal :: Val -> IO ()

not False
= True

xor True False = ?

not ? = ?

Figure 1: An example EDT.
To a urately represent the omputation they must
not be evaluated further.
It is impossible to determine whether an expression is evaluated from within Haskell. Therefore, to
print values refered to by the EDT we have to momentarily step outside the on nes of pure fun tional
programming. Our urrent implementation alls C
ode through a foreign fun tion interfa e. The C ode
inspe ts the Haskell heap and generates a printable
representation of a desired value from the program,
arefully observing whi h parts of the value are in
evaluated form and whi h are not. To ensure that
all values are in their nal state of evaluation when
viewed, we for e the omputation of the original program to ompletion before we traverse the EDT. The
inspe tion of the Haskell heap requires support from
the runtime environment.2
The EDT is implemented with the following type:
data EDT = EDT Exp [Val℄ Val [EDT℄

The type has one onstru tor with four arguments:
the name (or representation) of the fun tion involved
in an appli ation; a list of referen es to the arguments
of an appli ation; a referen e to the result of the appli ation; and a list of hildren trees. The types Exp
and Val, for representing fun tions and referen es,
are dis ussed in se tion 3. Additional information
an be kept in the nodes, su h as type annotations,
and sour e ode referen es, however we do not show
them here.
We have been slighlty lax in our des ription of the
dependen ies between nodes in the tree. In parti ular
we have overlooked higher-order ode. Fun tions are
rst- lass in Haskell, whi h means that they an be
passed as arguments, returned as results and stored
inside data stru tures. To a ertain extent this blurs
the notion of synta ti dependen y between fun tion
appli ations, sin e the appli ation of a fun tion whi h
is passed as an argument to another fun tion may
depend on the dynami behaviour of the program.
We address this issue in se tion 5.
3

Representing Values in the EDT

The type Val is a referen e to a value from a omputation. To implement this type we want en apsulated polymorphism | internally a referen e may
point to a value of any type, but externally that type
should be hidden, so that we an have referen es to
values of di erent types in the same tree. This an be
a hieved with existential types, whi h are not part of
the Haskell standard, but are widely supported:
data Val = forall a . V a

The expli it forall o urs in a negative ontext,
whi h is the same as existentially quantifying the type
variable `a'.
2

We have implemented this for the Glasgow Haskell Compiler
(GHC), www.haskell.org/gh .

This fun tion takes a referen e to any value and performs a side-e e t whi h prints a representation of the
value. The C ode is untyped, so it may freely observe
the representation of the underlying value, regardless
of its type. The impurity of the C ode is ontained by
making it an I/O a tion, whi h in Haskell is denoted
by the type onstru tor IO. Printing values of primitive type su h as Int and Char is straightforward.
Values of omposite types su h as tuples and algebrai types an be printed providing that onstru tor
names are available, and that there is a me hanism
for traversing the omponents of the value. Ordinarily
the ompiler would not retain the names of onstru tors in the exe utable ode of the program, however,
in GHC they an be in luded by spe ial request. The
printer must be able to distinguish between values
whi h are omputed and those whi h are not, and
it must be able to determine when a value is y li .
These apabilities depend on the heap representation
of values used by the ompiler, and what fa ilities the
runtime environment provides for external inspe tion
of the heap. Thankfully GHC is quite generous in this
respe t, and all these requirements are easily ful lled.
For fun tional values we make no assumptions about
how they are ompiled or their runtime representation. Instead we expli itly en ode a representation
into the program whi h is derived from the syntax of
the fun tion. If ever a fun tional value is needed to
be displayed we interpret the en oded representation
whi h will be stored like any other value on the heap.
We dis uss this approa h thoroughly in se tion 5.
The name of a fun tion stored in a node is either
an identi er or a lambda abstra tion. We represent
both of these with the data-type Exp:
data Exp =
|
|
|
|
|

ExpId Ident
ExpAp [Exp℄
ExpLambda [Pat℄ Exp
ExpLet [Equation℄ Exp
ExpCase Exp [Alt℄
ExpVal Val

This type is an abstra t syntax for Haskell expressions, though we have trun ated the de nition for
brevity. Identi ers are formed by `ExpId i ', where
i is a string naming the identi er. Lambda abstra tions are formed by `ExpLambda ps e ', where ps are
bound patterns and e is the right-hand-side of the
expression. When a node from the EDT is displayed
the name of the fun tion is pretty-printed, for example `ExpId "not"' would be printed as `not '. Appliations, let and ase expressions are formed by the
ExpAp, ExpLet, and ExpCase onstru tors. We need
a full abstra t syntax, in luding patterns, alternatives
and equations be ause we want to be able to show a
omplete lambda abstra tion whi h may ontain all
of these synta ti onstru ts. Free variables in an expression are represented simply as a referen e to the
value of the variable by the ExpVal onstru tor (noti e its argument is of type Val). Therefore, pretty
printing an Exp may involve alls to printVal. In the
rest of this paper we presume the existen e of a fun tion, alled M, whi h produ es an appropriate value
of type Exp for a given pie e of syntax, in pra ti e it
is trivial to implement, and to save spa e we do not
give its de nition. This fun tion will be used extensively when we de ne the rules of the transformation
in se tion 6. In se tion 5 we will revisit the Exp type
when we onsider the en oding of fun tional values.

Ea h fun tion is transformed to ompute its original
value paired with an EDT node. As a rst approximation, we might transform the fun tion foo from
our toy program as follows:
foo x y = let (v1, t1) = not y
(v2, t2) = xor x y
(v3, t3) = not v2
result = (v1, v3)
node = EDT (ExpId "foo")
[V x, V y℄
(V result)
[t1, t2, t3℄
in (result, node)

The new right-hand-side onstru ts an EDT node
( alled node). Calls to not and xor are \ attened"
(nested alls are eliminated by introdu ing new variables) and their EDTs be ome the hildren of the
node for foo. The original value of the fun tion is
bound to the variable result and it is returned in a
pair with node.
The expli it naming and threading of nodes, as in
t1, t2, and t3, is umbersome, and ompli ates the
transformation. To avoid this lutter we take advantage of a popular fun tional idiom alled monadi programming, whereby, the plumbing of the EDT nodes
in the transformed program an be hidden. The result is shorter transformation rules, and smaller transformed programs.
Ea h fun tion is given a new (additional) parameter representing its siblings. When a fun tion is alled
it onstru ts a node and pre xes it onto the list. The
fun tion returns a pair ontaining its original value
and the new list of nodes (with its own node at the
front). To onstru t its own node, a fun tion must
olle t its hildren. The hildren are formed by fun tion appli ations that o ur on the right-hand-side of
the fun tion de nition. A list of nodes is threaded
through the body of the fun tion. Initially the list is
empty. As ea h hild is alled a new node is added
to the list, so that all hildren will appear in the list
when the evaluation of the body is omplete.
To a ommodate the threading of nodes, the type
of ea h fun tion is modi ed to in lude the new parameter and result. If the result of the original fun tion
has type `t', the result of transformed fun tion has
type `Comp t', where Comp is the following type synonym:
type Comp a = [EDT℄ -> (a, [EDT℄)

The new fun tions an be viewed as state transformers, where the state is a list of nodes, and the
transformation of the state involves adding new nodes
to the list. As Wadler and others have shown, monads o er a neat way to model state transformation
in fun tional languages (Wadler 1993). Haskell has
some helpful syntax for monads ( alled do-notation)
that we will use to hide the threading of state through
our transformed program.
To enable the do-notation we need a little bit of
plumbing:
bind :: Comp a -> (a -> Comp b) -> Comp b
bind omp next
= \s1 -> ase omp s1 of
(val, s2) -> next val s2

The role of bind is to join two transformed omputations together by plumbing the state through ea h
of them. The variable s1 is the initial state, and it
is passed to the rst omputation resulting in a pair
(val, s2), su h that val is the value of the omputation and s2 is the output state. The value and the

A sequen e of omputations an be joined together
by nested appli ations of bind.
Do-notation has the following syntax:
m
s

2
2

dofs1 ; : : : ; sn g; n > 0
j p e j let d1 : : : dn ; n > 0

e

The variables e, p, and d refer to expressions, patterns and de larations, we give their syntax in se tion 6. Essentially, the do-notation is a sequen e of
statements (denoted by s). In our ontext ea h statement orresponds to a transformed omputation. By
overloading the syntax with respe t to the bind fun tion we an write a sequen e of omputations without
expli it mention of the threaded state. The following rules show how do-notation is de-sugared by the
Haskell ompiler:
dofeg = e
dofe; stmtsg = bind e ( : dofstmtsg)
dofp
e; stmtsg = bind e ( p : dofstmtsg)
doflet d; stmtsg = let d in dofstmtsg

In ertain ir umstan es, su h as the evaluation of a
onstant, we will need to thread the state through a
omputation unmodi ed. This is done by wrapping
the omputation inside a all to return:
return :: a -> Comp a
return x = \s -> (x, s)

For example, onverting the onstant True into
`return True' results in a passive state transformer
that omputes the onstant and passes the state unhanged on to the next omputation.
The following fun tion onstru ts an EDT node:
edt :: Exp -> [Val℄ -> Comp a -> Comp a
edt f args omp
= do let (v, s) = omp [℄
add (EDT f args (V v) s)
return v
where add n = \s -> ((), n:s)

It is a state transformer with three arguments: the
name of the fun tion to store in the node (f), a list
of referen es to the fun tion's arguments (args), and
the value of the transformed right-hand-side of the
fun tion ( omp). An empty list of hildren is passed
to the transformed right-hand-side, whi h evaluates
to a pair ontaining the original value of the omputation (v) and the nal list of hildren (s). A node for
the appli ation is onstru ted and added to the parent's list of siblings by the state transformer add. The
original value of the right-hand-side is then returned.
Armed with do-notation, return and edt the
transformation of foo is simpli ed:
foo x y = edt (ExpId "foo")
[V x, V y℄
(do v1 <- not y
v2 <- xor x y
v3 <- not v2
return (v1, v3))
5

Transforming Higher Order Code

Higher-order programming is fundamental in Haskell
and fun tions are rst- lass. Furthermore, fun tions
in Haskell are urried | multi-argument fun tions
may be applied to fewer arguments than their arity.
The arity of a fun tion is determined by the number
of patterns it binds on the left-hand-side of its de nition. For example, though `xor' has arity two, it is

True', the result being a fun tion equivalent to not.
With urrying it is possible to reate new fun tions
by partially applying existing ones. Lambda abstra tions allow anonymous fun tions to be de ned, su h
as `\(x,_) -> x'. These features ause several problems for transformation-based debugging. Consider
the following ode fragment:

ap (const True) ’c’ = True

const True ’c’ = True

foo ... = ... (f x y)

We might expe t that an EDT node for foo has
a hild of the form f x y = z. However, this assumes the arity of f is two (the expression is saturated ). If the arity is greater, more arguments are
expe ted (the expression is a partial appli ation or
under-saturated ) and the expression is not redu ed,
hen e there should be no orresponding hild of foo
for this appli ation of f. With a smaller arity the
expression is over-saturated and more than one hild
should be produ ed. For example, if f has arity one,
there should be two hildren, of the form f x = g
and g y = z. Unfortunately, the arity of f may be
unknown at transformation time | f may be an argument of foo and di erent alls to foo may have
di erent arity fun tions as arguments. An advantage
of using state transformers is that the onstru tion
of the hildren of foo is not done dire tly by foo.
It is done by the transformed version of the expression f x y, hen e avoiding (or at least delaying) the
problem of how many hildren are onstru ted.
If f is an argument of foo another problem o urs. Ultimately we want a printable representation
of the fun tion in ea h EDT node but we an't simply
use the string "f" | we need a representation of the
fun tion f is bound to at runtime. It may be bound
to a fun tion g of large arity applied to several values, and the appli ations may have been done in disparate parts of the omputation. Alternatively, the
fun tion may be de ned with a lambda expression.
We annot expe t to derive a reasonable print representation for fun tions from the heap as we do for
rst order data stru tures. While there is a straightforward relationship between a list of integers in the
program (say) and the heap representation, the relationship between a lambda abstra tion (whi h ould
be almost the entire program) and its heap representation is omplex to say the least. Even if we wrote
a de- ompiler, the result may be unre ognisable to
the programmer. Thus, as mentioned in se tion 3, we
en ode representations of higher-order arguments so
that they may be pretty-printed when we explore the
EDT. Our en oding of f also allows us to onstru t
the right number of hildren of foo.
In this se tion we rst give a simpli ed des ription of how under- and over-saturated expressions are
transformed, then des ribe how fun tion representations are reated and manipulated. We defer dis ussion of lambda expressions until se tion 6. We will
use the following two fun tions as examples:
ap :: (a -> b) -> a -> b
ap f x = f x
onst :: a -> b -> a
onst x y = x

Following from our informal treatment of the transformation in the previous se tion of the paper, we
might transform ea h of these respe tively to:
ap :: (a -> Comp b) -> a -> Comp b
ap f x = edt (ExpId "ap")
[V f, V x℄
(do v1 <- f x
return v1)

h = True

ap const True
= const True

const True ’c’ = True

Figure 2: EDTs with higher-order fun tions

onst :: a -> b -> Comp a
onst x y = edt (ExpId " onst")
[V x, V y℄
(do return x)

The rst argument of ap is a fun tion of type
`a -> b'. As with all fun tions, the transformed version must be extended to take a list of EDT nodes
as an additional argument, and when applied it must
generate a value and a list of EDT nodes. Therefore,
the type of the rst argument must hange to re e t
the new behaviour, be oming `a -> Comp b'. This is
re e ted in the type s heme for ap.
5.1

Under-saturated expressions

Consider g, whi h uses ap and onst:
g = ap ( onst True) ' '

The appli ation of onst on the right-hand-side of
onst expe ts two arguments but
it is only given one. Partial appli ations are not
redu ible expressions, therefore we do not want to
re ord them in the EDT. Appli ations whi h are
known to be partial are therefore treated spe ially
in the transformation. The type of ` onst True' is
`a -> Bool', so in the transformed program it will
be ome `a -> Comp Bool'. We do not atten this
appli ation, but simply pass it as an argument to ap,
where it will be bound to f:
g is partial |

g = edt (ExpId "g") [℄
(do v1 <- ap ( onst True) ' '
return v1)

The EDT that results from the evaluation of g is
shown in gure 2. Note that the appli ation of onst
be omes a hild of ap. The reason is as follows. The
variable f is bound to ` onst True', and the variable
x is bound to ' '. The appli ation `f x' is therefore
equivalent to ` onst True ' ''. Thus the expression `f x' on the right-hand-side of ap orresponds
(at runtime) to a full appli ation of onst.
5.2

Over-saturated expressions

The following slightly altered de nition o ers an interesting omparison:
h = ap onst True ' '

Both h and g denote the same value, yet they are
transformed di erently and result in di erent EDTs.
On the right-hand-side of h, onst is partially applied
to zero arguments, where previously it was given one.
Furthermore, in h, ap is given three arguments, when

may return a fun tion as its result. We an make this
expli it with parentheses: `(ap onst True) ' ''.
The evaluation of `ap onst True' results in a fun tion, namely ` onst True', whi h is then applied to
the hara ter ' '. The appli ation of onst o urs
on the right-hand-side of h, therefore onst is a hild
of h rather than ap. The EDT resulting from h is
given in gure 2. Transforming h is more hallenging. We defer this task until after we have onsidered
en oding fun tion representations.
5.3

Printable represenations of fun tions

We modify the transformation su h that when a
higher-order value is reated (by partial appli ation,
or by lambda abstra tion) a representation of the
fun tion is derived from its sour e ode and paired
with the fun tion. We use the type Exp, introdu ed
in se tion 3, to en ode the fun tion, and en apsulate
the fun tion and representation in the type F:
data F a b = F (a -> Comp b) Exp

The en apsulated fun tion has type `a -> Comp b'
be ause it it the transformed version of the fun tion
that it refers to. To sele t the fun tion from the enapsulation we use apply:
apply :: F a b -> a -> Comp b
apply (F f _) = f

The type of higher-order arguments must be modi ed to re e t the en oding, and appli ations of enoded fun tions must be pre eeded by a all to apply.
Therefore we modify our transformation of ap:
ap :: F a b -> a -> Comp b
ap f x = edt (ExpId "ap")
[V f, V x℄
(do v1 <- apply f x
return v1)

Calls to ap will need to provide an en oding of the rst
argument. For example, the fun tion ` onst True',
in the transformed version of g will have to be enoded. The representation that we hoose is simply
the sour e ode expressed in the Exp type. To assist
the en oding we introdu e the fun tion fun1 whi h
en odes fun tions of arity one:
fun1 :: (a -> Comp b)
-> Exp -> Comp (F a b)
fun1 f e = return (F f e)

The rst argument to fun1 is the transformed fun tion, the se ond is its representation, the result is an
en apsulation of the two, returned in the Comp type
so that it is onvenient to use in the do-notation.
The nal transformation of g is as follows:
g = edt (ExpId "g") [℄
(do v1 <- fun1
( onst True)
(ExpAp
[ExpId " onst",
ExpId, "True"℄)
v2 <- ap v1 ' '
return v2)

The expression `ExpAp [ExpId " onst"...℄', of
type Exp, en odes the fun tion ` onst True'. The
fun tion and its representation are en apsulated by
fun1, resulting in a value of type `F a Bool' whi h
is bound to v1 and subsequently given as the rst
argument to ap.
Transformation of h requires an en oding of
onst, in the expression `ap onst True'. This is

sult of the appli ation is also a fun tion, namely
` onst True', whi h must also be en oded. Clearly
the en oding of the output fun tion is dependent on
the en oding of the input fun tion. Also the en oding
of the output fun tion is dependent on the value of x
whi h is an argument of ap, and an only be known at
runtime. What we want to do is build up the representation of a partial appli ation by adding representations of new arguments as they are provided (one at
a time). For fun tions of arity two (su h as onst),
we en apsulate the fun tion with its representation,
as before with F, but we trasform the fun tion su h
that when applied to a value it returns a new en oding
of that appli ation. This whole pro ess is performed
by fun2:
fun2 :: (a -> b -> Comp )
-> Exp -> Comp (F a (F b ))
fun2 f e
= return
(F (\v -> fun1 (f v) (eAp e v)) e)
eAp :: Exp -> a -> Exp
eAp e v = ExpAp [e, ExpVal (V v)℄

This is intri ate, and best understood by example.
The rst argument to fun2 is a (transformed) fun tion of arity two, and the se ond argument is its enoding. For onst we would generate the expression:
`fun2 onst (ExpId " onst")'. Expanding the inner lambda abstra tion by substituting for f and e
gives:
\v -> fun1 ( onst v)
(eAp (ExpId " onst") v)

and, expanding the all to fun1 gives:
\v -> return (F ( onst v)
(eAp (ExpId " onst") v))

and, expanding the all to eAp gives:
\v -> return (F ( onst v)
(ExpAp [ExpId " onst",
ExpVal (V v)℄))

The type of this expression is `a -> Comp (F b a)'.
Given one argument, this will return an en apsulation of onst applied to that argument and a representation of that appli ation derived from the representation of onst. The derived representation is
given by `ExpAp [ExpId " onst", ExpVal (V v)℄'
whi h onstru ts an Exp representing the appli ation
of onst to whatever the value of v is. In the ontext
of h, v will eventually be bound to True.
Using fun2 we an transform h as follows:
h = edt (ExpId "h") [℄
(do v1 <- fun2 onst
(ExpId " onst")
v2 <- ap v1 True
v3 <- apply v2 ' '
return v3)

The
variable
v1
will
be
bound
to
`F ... (ExpId " onst")', where `...'
is the
lambda abstra tion unfolded above. The type of
v1 is `F a (F b a)', and it is given as the rst
argument to ap, and thus bound to the variable f.
On the right-hand-side of ap, `apply f x' sele ts the
fun tion from the en apsulation and applies it to x,
whi h is bound to True. The result is:
return (F ( onst True)
(ExpAp [ExpId " onst",
ExpVal (V True)℄))

tion ` onst True' and its representation. The
type of whi h is `Comp (F b Bool)'. The outer
all to return simply makes the use of donotation onvenient. Re all that the result of
`ap onst True' is a fun tion, the good news
is that after en oding we now have a representation of this fun tion that is easy to print:
`ExpAp [ExpId " onst", ExpVal (V True)℄'. The
result of `ap v1 True' is the en apsulation of
` onst True' and the above representation, and it
is bound on the right-hand-side of h to v2. The appli ation `apply v2 ' '' retrieves the fun tion from
the en apsulation and applies it to the hara ter ' '.
This is a full appli ation of onst and will result in
a node being inserted into the EDT under h. The
result of the appli ation (True) is bound to v3 and
subsequently returned as the result of h.
So far we have shown how to transform partial appli ations of arity one and two. What about higher
aritites? The same prin iple applies for higher arities, however, we need a family of fun tions similar to
fun2:
funn :: (v1 -> ... vn -> Comp vn+1 )
-> Exp
-> Comp (F v1 ... (F vn vn+1 ) ...)
funn f e
= return
(F (\v -> funn 1 (f v) (eAp e v)) e)

A partial appli ation of arity n is en oded by funn ,
however, fun1 remains as before. The maximum ne essary value of n is unknown until we have traversed
the whole program. At the end of transformation
we ensure that the appropriate number of funn fun tions are generated. For most ode this number will
be small be ause high arity fun tions are un ommon
in human written programs.
The arity of a partial appli ation is simply the
arity of the fun tion being applied minus the number of arguments in the appli ation. When the fun tion is named by a variable, we only know its arity
if the variable is bound by the use of =. Su h variables are often alled let -bound. However we do not
know the arity of fun tions that are bound in patterns. Therefore en odings are only made for partial appli ations of let-bound variables. Of ourse
pattern variables will be bound to en oded fun tions
at runtime, and must be de oded (by apply) when
they are applied. In se tion 6 we will see that the
binding o urren e of a variable will determine how
appli ations of that variable are transformed. Partial appli ation of data onstru tors are treated in
a similar way to let-bound fun tions, sin e the arity of onstru tors an be derived from their de nition. Fun tion appli ations are over-saturated when
the fun tion is given more arguments than its arity
(su h as the appli ation `ap onst True ' '' in h).
We break su h expressions into a full appli ation of
the fun tion (`ap onst True') whi h returns an enoded fun tional result, and residual appli ations, one
for ea h of the remaining arguments (in this ase just
' '). The result of all but the last residual appli ations will be a new en oded fun tion that must be
de oded by apply before it may be used.
6

The transformation

In this se tion we state the program transformation
as a series of rules over a ore abstra t syntax for
Haskell, listed in gure 3. To save spa e we overlook
synta ti sugar whi h an be translated into the ore
language (su h as do-notation, list omprehensions,
guarded equations, and where lauses et .).

written in itali s. We presume the following sets of
variables for the atoms:
f
v
x; y

2
2
2
2

Type onstru tors (eg Bool)
Type variables (eg a)
Variables (eg onst)
Data Constru tors (eg True)
Synta ti variables are sometimes annotated with
salient attributes: x? denotes a pattern bound variable, xn denotes a let-bound variable with arity n,
n denotes a data- onstru tor with arity n, and x
^ denotes a fresh variable, unique in the s ope that is
is introdu ed. When more than one variable of the
same type is needed we use numeri subs ripts to distinguish them.
The transformation rules are equations written in
a fun tional style, whi h olle tively an be understood as a pure fun tional program. Ea h rule is
named by an upper ase alligraphi letter. Double
square bra kets `[ ℄' en lose arguments whi h denote
a synta ti entity, su h as an expression, or de laration and so on. Terms appearing in typewriter font
are to be interpreted verbatim, for example return
refers to the fun tion of that name de ned in se tion 4. Ellipses indi ate obvious sequen es that do
not require full representation.
6.1

Types

A type is either a type variable, a fun tional type
from one type to another, or the appli ation of a type
onstru tor to type arguments:
t 2
v j t1 ! t2 j f t1 : : : tn ; n  0
Rules 1 { 3 (T ) transform types. All o urren es
of the fun tion arrow (!) are repla ed by the type
onstru tor F, to a ommodate the en apsulation and
en oding of higher-order values.
6.2

Data Constru tor De larations

A data onstru tor de laration names the onstru tor and lists the zero or more type arguments of the
onstru tor:
k 2
t1 : : : tn ; n  0
Rule 4 (K) transforms onstru tor de larations, by
mapping T over ea h of the arguments to the onstru tor.
6.3

Patterns

Patterns are used to bind variables in the arguments
of fun tions and in ase alternatives. They are either
a variable, an as -pattern (a pattern named by a variable), or the appli ation of a data onstru tor to zero
or more patterns:
p 2
x j xp j
p1 : : : pn ; n  0
There are no rules that deal dire tly with patterns.
6.4

De larations

A de laration is either a variable with a type annotation (type signature), a fun tion binding, or a algebrai type de laration:
d 2
x :: t j
x p1 : : : pn = e; n  0 j
data f v1 : : : vn = k1 : : : km ;
n  0; m > 0

T [v ℄
T [t !
1

K[
1

D [x p

:::

T [tn ℄

(4)

1

1

(5)

1) [t2 ℄

(6)

: : : vn = k1 : : : km ℄ = data f v1 : : : vn =

E [ n℄

:::

K[km ℄

E [let d

1

(10)
(11)

= funn x (M[x℄)

(12)

0

℄

(13)

= return

:: t℄ =

E [ e℄

:: Comp (T [t℄)

: : : dn in e℄ = let D[d1 ℄ : : :

D[dn ℄ in E [e℄

(16)

M[ p1 : : : pn : e℄ in
funn ( y^1 p1 : : : y^n pn : edt x^ [V y^1 ; : : : ; V y^n ℄ (E [e℄)) x^

ase e of a1 : : : an ℄ = do

: : : em ℄
= do f y^1
E [e1 ℄; : : : ; y^m
= do f y^1
E [e1 ℄; : : : ; y^m
= do f y^1
E [e1 ℄; : : : ; y^m
z^2
apply z^1 y^n+1 ; z^3
1

E [x? e

f x^

E [em ℄;
E [em ℄;
E [em ℄;

E [ e℄ ;

ase x^ of

A[a ℄
1

:::

A[an ℄ g

x y^1 : : : y^m g (n = m)
^1 : : : y^m ) M[x e1 : : : em ℄ g (n > m)
m (x y
z^1
x y^1 : : : y^n ;
apply z^2 y^n+2 ; : : : ; apply z^m n y^m g (n < m)
funn

: : : em ℄
= do f y^1
E [e1 ℄; : : : ; y^m E [em ℄; z^1 apply x y^1 ;
z^2
apply z^1 y^2 ; : : : ; apply z^m 1 y^m g

E[ n e

: : : em ℄
= do f y^1
= do f y^1
1

funn

(14)
(15)

: : : pn : e℄ = let x^ =

E[

(8)
(9)

= funn ( x^1 : : : x^n : return ( x^1 : : : x^n )) (M[ ℄)

E [e

(7)

= x

0

E[

1

= return x

E [x ℄
E [xn ℄

K[k ℄

! E [ e℄

e℄ = p

E [x? ℄

E [ xn e

T [t ℄

S 0 [t℄ = Comp (T [t℄)
! t ℄ = T [t ℄ ! S (n
D[xn :: t℄ = x :: S n [t℄

A[p !

1

(3)

: : : pn = e℄ = x y^1 p1 : : : y^n pn = edt (M[x℄) [V y^1 ; : : : ; V y^n ℄ (E [e℄)

1

D[data f v

E [ p

: : : T [ tn ℄

1

1

2

(2)

T [t ℄

: : : tn ℄ = f

t1 : : : tn ℄ =

S n [t

(1)

t2 ℄ = F T [t1 ℄ T [t2 ℄

1

T [f t

= v

(17)
(18)

(19)

1

(20)

E [ e ℄;
E [ e ℄;

: : : ; y^m
E [em ℄; return ( y^1 : : : y^m) g (n = m)
(21)
: : : ; y^m
E [ em ℄ ;
1
( y^m+1 : : : y^n : return ( y^1 : : : y^m y^m+1 : : : y^n )) M[ e1 : : : em ℄ g (n > m)
1

m

E [e

1

e2 ℄ = do f y^1

E [ e ℄;
1

y^2

E [ e ℄;
2

apply y^1 y^2

Figure 3: The transformation rules

g

(e1 6= x; e1 6= )

(22)

from rule 5 (S ) for signatures.
The transformation of a type signature is dependent on the arity of the variable in the de laration.
Consider: ` onst :: a -> b -> a'. We an de ne
onst with di erent numbers of patterns on the lefthand-side:

e

onst x y = x
onst x = \y -> x
onst = \x y -> x

The arities of these are two, one and zero respe tively.
The type of the transformed fun tion depends on the
type of the right-hand-side of the fun tion de laration
(see rule 7). In these three de nitions the type of the
right-hand-side's are di erent (a for the rst, `b -> a'
for the se ond and `a -> b -> a' for the third) beause of the di erent number of patterns to the left
of =. For a fun tion of arity n, the rst n 1 type
arrows in the spine of the type must be preserved to
a ount for the n patterns in the de nition. That is
the purpose of rule 5 (S ). The result of the fun tion
is wrapped in the type Comp be ause the transformed
fun tion threads a list of EDT nodes, as outlined in
se tion 4. So although ea h of the de nitions of onst
begin with the same type, after transformation their
types are di erent, namely:
onst :: a -> b -> Comp a
onst :: a -> Comp (F b a)
onst :: Comp (F a (F b a)

It may seem ounter-intuitive that de nitions
whi h are equivalent in Haskell are transformed differently. However, this is inevitable. Although
h and g de ned in se tion 5 are both equivalent to True a ording to Haskell, these equivalen es may not hold in the intended interpretation
of the programmer. EDTs, and the transformations
whi h generate them, must respe t the programmer's
(mis) on eptions about the program. Although the
de nitions of onst are very similar, our solution to
the diÆ ult problem of urried fun tions is to treat
them di erently.
Fun tion de larations are transformed by rule 7.
Fresh variables y^ are introdu ed to name ea h of the
fun tion patterns (using as-pattern syntax). The new
variables are used to name the arguments of the fun tion for the purposes of onstru ting an EDT node.
This is stri tly ne essary only when the patterns are
not variables themselves. The new right-hand-side
onstru ts an EDT for the fun tion by alling edt on
three arguments: the fun tion name (as generated by
M), a list of referen es to the fun tion's arguments
(wrapped in the V onstru tor to make them type
Val), and the transformed original right-hand-side.
Algebrai types are introdu ed with the keyword
data. A de laration names the type and its arguments and then lists one or more onstru tor de larations. Ea h of the onstru tor de larations is transformed by K.
6.5

Alternatives

Alternatives are the bran hes of ase expressions.
Ea h alternative onsists of a pattern and an expression. The expression is evaluated if the dis riminator
of the ase expression mat hes with the pattern:
a

2

An expression is either an appli ation of two expressions, an expression with an type annotation, a variable, a data onstru tor, a lambda abstra tion, a let
expression, or a ase expression:

p!e

Rule 9 (A) transforms patterns by applying E to the
expression.

2

e1 e2 j e :: t j x j
 p1 : : : pn : e; n > 0 j
let d1 : : : dn in e; n > 0
ase e of a1 : : : an ; n > 0

j
j

Expressions are transformed by rules 10 { 22 (E ).
The basi philosophy underlying the transformation
is as follows. All transformed expressions are state
transformers, that is they thread a list of EDT nodes,
and may o ur as a statement in the do-notation.
If an expression de nitely denotes a fun tional value
then it must be en oded. If an expression de nitely
does not denote a fun tion then it is not en oded,
but may be turned into a state transformer by the
appli ation of return. If a transformed fun tion is
applied, it must be de oded rst.
Rule 10 transforms pattern bound variables into
basi state transformers by the appli ation of return.
Rules 11 and 12 transform let-bound variables. If the
variable has arity zero (rule 11), then there is nothing
to be done. Unlike pattern variables, we do not need
to apply return to nullary let-bound variables beause their de nitions are transformed, and are thus
already state transformers. If the variable has arity
greater than zero the variable is partially applied, and
thus onstitutes a fun tion. As dis ussed in se tion 5
partial appli ations require en oding and en apsulation, this is done by funn , applied to the variable and
its representation (n is the arity of the variable). The
representation of the variable is generated by M.
Rule 13 transforms nullary onstru tors. Sin e
they annot be fun tions they do not require en oding and are onverted into basi state transformers
by return. Rule 14 transforms onstru tors of arity
greater than zero, whi h are fun tions. Before the
onstru tor an be en oded it must be turned into
a state transformer, by the use of a lambda abstra tion and a all to return. As with non-nullary letbound variables, en oding and en apsulation is done
by funn , where the representation of the onstru tor
is generated by M.
Rule 15 transforms expressions with an expli it
type annotation. We in lude this rule in the presentation be ause it o ers an important insight into
the relationship between transformed expressions and
their resulting type. In parti ular, the rule states that
if the original expression has type t, the transformed
expression has type `Comp (T [t℄)' { whi h is a state
transformer, over t, where all higher-order arguments
are en oded. The type- orre tness of the resulting
program depends on this relationship, and it must
satis ed by all the equations for E .
Let expressions provide lo al variable de larations
whose s ope is restri ted to a parti ular expression.
The transformation of these (rule 16) is straightforward: all de larations are transformed by rule D, and
the expression is transformed by E .
Rule 17 transforms lambda abstra tions. Lambda
abstra tions introdu e new (anonymous) fun tions in
pla e { their use and de laration are given by the same
syntax, unlike let-bound fun tions whose use and de laration are distin t. Two things must be done for
lambda abstra tions: their representation must be
en oded, and the fun tion must be transformed to
produ e an EDT in a similar fashion to let-bound
fun tion de larations (see rule 7). The representation

in the EDT, and to represent the whole expression
when it is en oded (in ase it is passed as a higherorder argument). For eÆ ien y we reuse the en oding
generated by M by binding it to the variable x^, allowing the two uses to share the one onstru tion. Note
that x^ is the rst argument to edt, and also the se ond argument to funn . The onstru tion of the EDT
node is the same as for let-bound variables, ex ept for
the en oding of the fun tion name.
Case expressions are the primary bran hing onstru t in Haskell, and are transformed by rule 18.
They onsist of an expression ( alled the dis riminator) and a number of alternatives. The dis riminator is evaluated and ompared with the head of
ea h alternative in turn. The right-hand-side of the
rst mat hing alternative be omes the value of the
whole ase expression. The original dis riminator is
transformed by E and its value is bound to the new
variable x^ whi h be omes the dis riminator of a new
ase expression whose alternatives are transformed by
A.
Fun tion appli ations are transformed by rules 19
{ 22. It would be suÆ ient if we only gave rule 22,
however this would result in parti ularly ineÆ ient
programs due to redundant en oding and immediate
de oding of fun tional values. To avoid this we inlude rules 19 { 21 whi h are spe ialisations for the
ommon ases of appli ations where the fun tion is
either a variable or a data onstru tor. Further speialisations are possible, for situations where the fun tion is a lambda abstra tion, a ase expression or a
let expression. To simplify the presentation of the
transformation we do not show them here.
Rule 19 transforms appli ations of let-bound variables, re all from the dis ussion in se tion 5 that su h
appli ations may be saturated, under-saturated, or
over-saturated. The three alternative equations for
rule 19 handle ea h of these situations respe tively.
In all ases the argument expressions are transformed
by E , the values of whi h are bound to fresh variables
y^1 : : : y^m . If the appli ation is saturated the last
statement in the do-notation is simply the appli ation
of the variable to the values of its transformed arguments. If the appli ation is under-saturated the last
statement onstru ts an en apsulation of the whole
expression and its representation. The arity of the
partial appli ation is n m where n is the arity of
the variable and m is the number of arguments in the
appli ation, hen e funn m is used to generate the enapsulation. As usual M generates a representation
of the appli ation from its syntax. If the appli ation
is over-saturated then the variable is applied to its
expe ted number of (transformed) arguments. The
result is an en apsulated fun tion, whi h is bound to
the fresh variable z^1 . Ea h of the residual appli ations (in luding that of z^1 ) must be performed one
at a time, and the intermediate en apsulated fun tions must be sele ted from their en apsulation by
apply. It is worth noting that rules 11 and 12 for
un-applied o urren es of let-bound variables are just
spe ial ases of the rst two equations for rule 19,
whi h an be derived by making the number or arguments in the appli ation zero.
Rule 20 transforms appli ations of pattern variables. Ea h of the arguments in the appli ation is
transformed by E and the values of ea h are bound to
fresh variables using the do-notation. Pattern variables whi h are applied must be bound to fun tions,
and those fun tions will be transformed and en oded.
Due to the transformation of higher-order arguments,
the fun tions that pattern variables are bound to are
en apsulated in the type F. Thus when we apply the
fun tion we must sele t it from the en apsulation using apply. Where there is more than one argument

a time be ause after en oding the result of ea h appli ation is a new en apsulated fun tion.
Rule 21 transforms appli ations of dataonstru tors. Unlike let-bound variables, dataonstru tors annot be over-saturated, hen e there
are only two alternative equations for the appli ation
of onstru tors, the rst is for saturated appli ations
and the se ond is for partial appli ations. In both
ases the transformation follows almost dire tly from
the one used for let-bound variables, ex ept that the
appli ation must be turned into a state transformer
by return. Again it is worth noting that rules 13
and 14 for un-applied onstru tors are just spe ial
ases of the two equations for rule 21, and an be
derived by making the number of arguments in the
appli ation zero.
The nal rule (22) transforms appli ations that do
not mat h the previous three rules, namely appli ations of let, ase and lambda expressions. The fun tion and argument are transformed by E and their
values are bound to fresh variables. Sin e the left expression is a fun tion, it will be en apsulated after
transformation and must be sele ted from the en apsulation by apply before it an be applied.
6.7

Type Classes

Haskell also has type lasses whi h allow the de nition of (let-bound) fun tions to be overloaded with
respe t to their type. For example, the fun tion `+'
an be used to add two integers, or two oating point
numbers, or any two numeri al types for whi h it has
a orresponding de nition. Two hanges to our ore
syntax are required to in lude type lasses into the
language: quali ed types | types are extended with
onstraints over type variables to indi ate overloaded
entities, and new fun tion binding rules for de ning lass interfa es and instan es. Handling quali ed types is straightforward: leave the onstraint
un hanged, and transform the type as usual. Class
instan es and de larations are almost always transformed by the normal rules for de larations, however, in ertain ir umstan es two or more de larations of the one overloaded fun tion may have di erent numbers of patterns and hen e di erent arities.
Our transformation relies on knowing ea h let-bound
variable's arity, so we must ensure that all instan es
of an overloaded fun tion have the same number of
patterns. Where there is a di eren e in the arity of
an overloaded fun tion we use the number of arrows in
the spine of the fun tion's type s heme to determine
the arity of the fun tion and adjust the number of
patterns in ea h de laration to suit by eta- onversion.
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Related work

The use of an EDT for de larative debugging is well
known: (Naish & Barbour 1996, Pope 1998, Sparud
1999, Nilsson 2001, Caballero & Rodri'guez-Artalejo
2002). The main detra tor of the earlier approa hes
being a la k of support for higher-order programming.
We have outlined the diÆ ulty of supporting higherorder programs in se tion 5.
The rst known omplete solution to supporting higher-order fun tions for a de larative debugger
based on program transformation is in (Caballero &
Rodri'guez-Artalejo 2002). They require multiple intermediate fun tions to be introdu ed into the program for every urried fun tion, whi h we avoid by
treating transformed fun tions as state transformers.
They also require the reation of empty nodes in the
EDT for partial appli ations, whereas we only reate

tion en odes the representation of higher-order values, however, they require the names of fun tions to
be provided by the runtime environment, whi h is
unreasonable for Haskell. Their transformation is des ribed for a very simple fun tional language, whi h
does not in lude let, ase or lambda expressions.
Sparud gives a program transformation for de larative debugging of Haskell (Sparud 1999). He provides a ri h set of ombinators to simplify the transformed program, and the state transformers in our
work are inspired by this. He does not use the do
notation, though the di eren e is largely a matter of
presentation. Unfortunately this work only supports
some types of higher-order programming. For printing values, he uses type- lasses to provide an overloaded fun tion whi h produ es a representation for
values in the program. This still requires support
from the runtime environment to determine whether
an expression is evaluated, or y li . In some ases
the overloading will be ambiguous, and it is diÆ ult
to resolve the ambiguity without detailed type information during transformation. There is no implementation available for this work.
Nilsson (Nilsson 2001) uses an instrumented runtime environment to onstru t an EDT as a side-e e t
of omputation. The advantage of this approa h is
that it allows for greater a ess to the runtime representation of values. A te hnique alled pie emeal tra ing is employed to onstrain the memory onsumed
by the EDT, by pla ing an upper limit on the size
of memory o upied by the EDT at any one time.
Re- omputation of part of the program is required to
generate bran hes of the tree that do not t into memory. The disadvantage of this approa h is the omplexity of implementation. A whole new ompiler for
a large subset of Haskell was reated for the purposes
of providing the ne essary instrumented runtime environment. Our motivation for employing program
transformation is to simplify the implementation of
the debugger and to take advantage of existing ompiler te hnology.
A general framework for tra ing, debugging and
observing lazy fun tional omputations based on redu tion histories (or Redex Trails ) has been proposed in (Sparud & Run iman 1997b, Sparud &
Run iman 1997a). The trails re ord a ri h amount of
information about a omputation and various postpro essing tools have been developed to view the information in di erent ways, in luding de larative debugging (Walla e, Chitil, Brehm & Run iman 2001).
The main ost of re ording Redex Trails is the spa e
required to store the trail, the size of whi h being proportionate to the duration of the omputation. To
ope with the large spa e requirement, the trail is
serialised and written to le rather than being maintained in main memory.
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Con lusion

Debugging higher-order ode would be near impossible without a means for printing fun tions in a meaningful way. In this paper we have presented a program transformation over a ore Haskell syntax for
the purposes of debugging. Our main ontribution is
the treatment of higher-order ode, as presented in
se tion 5, where we solve the diÆ ult issue of urried
appli ations and show how to generate detailed representations of them. We support full Haskell, and
only require a small amount of help from the runtime
environment of the ompiler. The transformation is
purely syntax dire ted, and so an be performed without type information whi h aids eÆ ien y and simplies its implementation.

paper su ers from one signi ant drawba k: ex essive spa e usage. Creating a node in the EDT for
every fun tion appli ation (even if lazily) maintains
a referen e to all intermediate values in the omputation, prohibiting garbage olle tion. Me hanisms
for redu ing the size of the EDT are essential if the
debugger is to be useful for large programs. This is
a signi ant fo us of our future resear h. The urrent implementation of our debugger is available from:
www. s.mu.oz.au/~bjpop/buddha
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